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An S(2,3, u) Steiner system (briefly STS) is a pair (S, T) where S is a finite set 
of size 2) (called the order of the Steiner system) and T is a collection of 3-element 
subsets of S (called blocks) with the property that every 2-element subset of S 
belongs to exactly one block of T. It is well known that a system S(2,3, U) exists if 
and only if t) = 1 or 3 (mod6) and that the number of triples is ~u(v- 1). The 
number of triples containing a given element is &U - 1). 
By a partial parallel class (PPC) we mean a collection w of pairwise disjoint 
blocks of 7’. Jf we denote by W(U) the largest number such that every triple system 
of order u has a PPC containing at least W(V) triples, then V(V) a$(v - l), Vv Z= 9, 
except possibly for v = 15; 19 and 27 (see [l]). 
It is well known that among the 80 S(2,3, lS)‘s, exactly 70 have at least one 
parallel class (see [3]). Each of the remaining 10 S(2,3,15)‘s is easily seen to have 
a PPC of size 4. Thus ~(15) = 4. 
The purpose of this note is to show that the corollary 2.2 of [1] holds for v = 19 
and 27 (i.e ~(19) a 5 and n(27) 2 7). 
2. Prewaries 
Let (S, T) be a triple system of order ISI = v (briefly SIX(v)) and let w be a PPC 
of triples of maximum size with InI = t, and denote by P the set of elements 
belonging to the triples of W. Consider a block of the form d = A U {x}, where A 
is any 2-element subset of S -P. Since d is a block in a Steiner system, the choice 
of A determines x uniquely. It foilows that x E P, otherwise r U d is a collection 
of disjoint blocks of T with a cardinality greater than n: 
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We partition T - n into three subsets Tr, T2 and T3 as follows: if c is a block of 
T - w containing i (i = I, 2,3) elements of P, then we put c in Ti. We have 
Let & be the set of all 2-element subsets (x, y} of P such that the triple containing 
(x, y } is not an element of W. A simple calculation shows that IA\ = 
9(t- I)+9(t-2)+* - l +9=~t(t- 1) and a bit of reflection reveals that 
IT,\ + 3 IT31 = ;r(t - l), I%\-4cl= l1r-lT1l-1~1~ 
Therefore 
IT,1 = $(u - 3t)(6t - u + l), IT31 = ITi-j(3tIt +2t -9t”) 
Lenama 1. Let I$’ be the number of’ triples of T (i = 1,2,3) which contain any 
given element x E I? If h y’ = 3, then (x, y, zk w implies It’,“+ h’;‘= 0. 
mf. Let (rr, 1’2, x), (13, ~‘4, x), (ts, rg9 X) be three blocks of ?‘I. If (ri,, ri2, y)E T1, 
then we can find a collection of disjoint blocks of T with a cardinality greater 
than 7r. 
3. Wtial parallel &sses of S(2,3,19) 
From Corollary 2.2 of [ 13, it follows that rr(l9) 2 4. Let (S, T) be a triple system 
of order ISI = 19 and let -z be a PPC of triples with \nl = 4. Suppose w is of 
maximum size. Section 2 says that: 
PiI= 21, IT2i-21 and IT,(= il. 
Let ,ix’ be the number of triples of Tk (i = 1,2,3) which contain any given 
element x E P; it follows that 
h(X) + h(X) + h’“’ = 8 
1 2 3 ' h:"'+2h:"'=9, 
L. -1 cc necessarily: 
(1) h:“‘=u, f&-7, 11:“’ = 1, 
hl,*‘= 2, 
h:“‘= 3. 
h(X) = .7 4. 
If h, I, m, n are the number of elements in P which are contained zero, one, two, 
three times, respectively, in the triples of T1, then 
h+!+m+n=12, I+2nt+3n=21. 
‘I’%( admissible (h, I, m, n) are: (0,3,9,0); (2, 1, 10,O); (0,4,7, 1); (1,2,&l); 
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f%% %I); t&5,% 2); (1-t 3,621; @,I, 7,2); CO,% 3,3); (:, 4,4,3); (2,2,5,3); 
(39% 63); (0,7,1,4); (1,5,2,4); @,3,3,4h (3,1,4,4); (I-, 6,0,5); (2,4, I, 5); 
(3,2,2,5); (4,0,3,5); (3,3,0,6); (4,L I,@; (5,&O, 7). 
We prove that every admissible (h, I, m, n) contradicts our original assumption 
regarding the maximahty of 7t. Assume w = {bl, b2, bf, b4}, b, = (x,, xi, x3); b2 = 
(YI, Y,, ~3); bB=(zl, 22, d; h,=h, ~2, ~31 ad S--h r2, ~39 ~4,r5rrd,r,l. By 
Lemma 1, it fohows that we must only consider (2,0,9,1); (1, 1, 10,O) and 
(0,3,9,0). 
Case (2,0,9,1). We have necessarily h:“” = 2 for every u E bz U h3 U b,; h’;l) = 
3; @J = h:“l’= 0 and then the following set 
R,=h y2, ylh (h, r3, y2); (rl, bzl); h r6,22); (i-3, r&y,); b2, r4ry2); 
b6r r7r zl); (y5, r7, z2k h r4b, yd; (r2, b y3k (b r7, z3); @ST r6, 23)) 
(within isomorphism) is a subset of T1. It is trivial to see that we can find a PPC 
larger than n$r -(b,)) U (d,, d2} where d1 n d2 = 8, d1 n b4 # $3 # d2 n bJ. 
Case (1, 1, 10,O). We have necessarily hr’ = 2 for every u E P-{z?, wj): F+) = 
1 and h(;Ya’= 0. Hence the following set 
R2={h r29 xl); h, r3, x2); h, r,J3k b3J4, xl); (r2,r4,x2); !r2, r3,x3); 
tyb rs, yd h r6r y2); (tb r7ry5); b6,r7, y,); (t5, f-7, y2); (r5, r,,, y3); 
ty2, yL% z,); b-2, r6- 22); (I?, rim z,); (r3, rs, 22)) 
(within isomorphism) is a subset of T, and it is immediate to see that there exists a 
larger PPC than v (for example (?T - { b3}) u (d,, d2} where d, n d2 = 8; d 1 n b3 # n 
and d2 n b3 = {z,}). 
Case (0,3,9,0). We have necessarily I$) = 2 for every u E P -{ y,, z3, w3}; 
@I’ = J+ZJ) = 1 h’;“~’ = 1. It follows that the fcllowing set 
R3={(r'lr r3, yi); (r~, r4, y2j;Cr1, r2, y3);(rL, r4, y1);(r2, r3, y2)} 
(within isomorphism) is a subset of T1. 
There are three sub-cases to be considered: 
(a) There exists an element belonging to b3 U b4, for example zl, such that 
h:‘l’ = 2 and (r3, r4, zl) E T1. 
(b) There exists an element belonging to b3 U b4, for example z3, such that 
h(*x’ = 3 and (r3 r4 z,) E 7’ I 
(c) There exiits in element belonging to bl, for example x1, such that h’;l’ = 2 
and (r3, r4, XAE T1. 
Subcase (a). Without loss of generality ((r3, r4, zl); (r3, r5, z2); (r3, r6, z3); 
(rs, rf,, z 1); (r4, r6, z2)} is contained in T1. This is a contradiction, because we can 
find d, and d2 in T such that dI n b, # 8 # d,n b,; d, nd, = 8, with 
( b2, b3, b4, dl, d,) PPC of size a 1~1. 
Subcase (b). Without loss of generality, 
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is contained in T,. This is a contradiction. In fact, we can find dl and d2 in 7’ such 
that d, n 6, # 8 # dz n b4; d, n d2 = 8, with (b,, b2, bj, dl, d2) a PPC of size a 1~1. 
Subcase (c). Without loss of generality, 
is contained in ‘I’, . Since we can find dl and dZ in T such that dl n b3 # 8 # &n bh 
we have a contradiction. In fact, (b,, ba, b4, dl, d,j is a PPC of size 3 InI. 
Collecting all together, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. 7r(l9)35. 
4, Lktial parallel classes of S(2,3,27) 
From Corollary 2.2 of [I], it follows that ~(27) 36. Let (S, T) be a triple 
system of order ISI - 27 and let 7r be a PPC of triples having size 6. Suppose v is 
of maximum size. Section 2 says that: 
IT,\ = 36, IT,\ =45, IT31 = 30. 
Let hiX’ be the number of triples of T (i = 1.2.3) which contain any given 
clement :I E P; it results in 
h:“‘+h:“‘+h:“‘= 12, h:“‘+2h:“’ = 1:;. 
We have necessarily: 
(1) r1y = Il. h’,“‘=9, h:“‘=3, 
(2) Iq’=- 1, h’,“’ = 7, h:“‘=4, 
(3) 11’;’ = 2, h’,” =: 5, h(q’ = s. 
(4) iti;’ = 3, h:“‘=3, h:“’ = 6, 
(9 h:“=4. Z . h’X’ = 1 h’“‘=7 3 . 
If ir. 1. t71, cz, p, are the numbers oi’ elements in P which are contained zero, one, 
two, three. four times. respectively, in the trilrles of TI, then 
h+l+m+n+p- 18, 1+2mr-31f t4p=36. 
As in Section 3, we prove that every admissible (h, 1, nl, n, p) contradicts our 
original assumption regarding the maximality of V. Assume that 11, = (xl, x2, x3); 
h = (y,, y2. Y& b3 = (21, 22, z_A h=iw,9 w2, wJ; bs=(u,,u2, u3); &=b1, s2, s3) 
arc the blocks in 7r and S - P = (r,, r2, r3, F,, rcr r,, r7, r8, ry). By Lemma 1 if there 
exists an element of P, say x,, ‘such that h’;l’b 3, then h(;z)= h’;l’ = 0. It follows 
thal among the 241 admissible (tt, 1, r~, n, p) (see Appendix) we must only 
consider (0, 0, 18, O? 0). 
I*l.jr (0.0. l&O, 0) we have necessarily h:” -= 2 for every t E P. Then the follow- 
4ng set 
I(b r2, XI); h r3, X2); ht r4, x3); Cr3, r4, XI); tr2, r4, xz); (r2, ~j, x3)} 
(within isomorphism) is a subset of TI. 
There are two cases to be considered: 
(a) {b:?, r6, hk h r7t Y2k h hi, y3h (r7, r8, yl); (r6, r8, y2); (r6, r7, y3)) is con- 
tained in TI. 
(bj {(b b YI); (b k Y& (k b, y3k (r6r r7, yl); h, r7, Y2); (r5, r6, Y3)) iS a sub- 
set of Tl. 
Both cases give us a contradiction: in fact, we can find dl and d3. in T such that 
4 n 4 = 8; dI n b3 # 8 # d2 n b3, hence {b,, b2, b4, b5, be, dl, d2} is a larger PPC 
than n= 
Collecting all together, we have proved the following theorem. 
Thus W(V) a$(~ - 1) for t, Z= 9, this result has been improved for sufficiently 
large u to #v(u) Z$u -$u2/’ in [2]. 
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Appendix 
In h+E+m+n+p= 18 and I+2m+3nr4p = 36 the admissible (h, I, m, n, p:l 
are as shown in the following Table 1. 
Table 1 
(0.0, 18.00,); (0. 1, 16, 1,O); (0,2, 14,2,0); (0.2, lS,O, 1’; (0,3,12,3,0); (0,3, 13, 1. 1); 
(0,4,10,4, o):, (0,4,11,2,1); (0,4.12,0.2); (0,5,8.5.0); (0,5,9,3,1); (0,5, 10,1,2); (0,6.6,6.0); 
(0,6,7,4, 1); (0,6,8,2,2); (0,6,9,0,3); (0,7,4,7,(I); (0,7,5,5,1); U&7,6,3,2); (07.7, 173); 
(0,8,2,8,0); (0,8,3,6, 1); (0,8,4,4,2); (0,8,5,2,3); (0,8,6,0,4); (0,9,0,9, ()i; (0.9, 1.7, 1); 
(0,9,2,5,2); (0,9, I:, 3.3); (0,9,4,1,4); (0, lO,O, 6.2); (0, 10, 1,4,3); (0, 10,224); (0,109 3,O. 5); 
(0,11.0,3,4); (O.ll,l,l,S); (0,12,0,0,6) 
(1,0,1§,2,0),; (1,0,16,0,1); (1,1,13,3,0); (1,1,14,1,1); (1,2,11,4,0); (1,2,12,2,1); 
(1.2, 13,0,2); (1,3,9,5,0); (1,3, 10.3, 1); (1,3,11,1,2); (1.4. 7,6,0); (1,4,8,4, 1); (1,4,9,2,2); 
(1,4, lO,O, 3); (l,S, 5,7,0); (1. 5,6,5,1); (l,S, 7,3,2); (1,5,8, 1,3); (1,6,3,8.0); (1,6,4,6, 1); 
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